Kaya introduces ‘Wedding Rituals’ – a comprehensive bouquet of bridal services
Every bride wants to look her best on her wedding day. To achieve the desired look, apart from makeup,
it is important to maintain a skin regime that ensures long-term benefits. The right regime also helps one
look their best not just on their wedding day but for the entire new phase that begins after that day.
To highlight the importance of natural radiance, Kaya launches ‘Wedding Rituals’ – deep-rooted skincare
services that help achieve beauty from within. These services have been designed by expert
dermatologists to make a lasting impact on your skin. Keeping in mind many factors such as blemishes,
pigmentation or early ageing, Kaya’s Wedding Rituals for brides-to-be aims to treat such concerns in a
timely manner, hence making a deeper impact. The most important step is sustaining these efforts
through customized home care products and maintenance services.
The services under Kaya’s Wedding Rituals include:
Kaya Pigmentation services
Insta Clarity Laser - A breakthrough technology which helps treat stubborn hyper-pigmentation, dark
spots, age spots and uneven skin tone with Q-switched laser technology. This is highly safe for Indian skin
and gives visibly clearer skin in just one session.
Pigmentation Peels - A unique combination of highly efficacious pigmentation peel systems with skin
lightening and de-pigmentation actives for visibly luminous and even skin tone.
Kaya Expert Beauty Facials
Kaya’s comprehensive range of beauty facials are designed by dermatologists where each facial is
uniquely crafted to deliver results for every unique skin need.
Kaya Rejuvenation Services
Natural Skin Rejuvenation with PRP - One of the safest non-invasive services that can rejuvenate
appearance by maximizing collagen build to give fresh looking skin. It uses the body’s own plasma that is
rich in platelets to naturally revive your skin.
Kaya Dermal Fillers - Fillers help regain skin’s volume and elasticity and tone the facial muscles. With their
gel-like structure containing hyaluronic acid, they seep into the hollow areas to restore youthful radiance.
Kaya Hair Free Gentle Touch
A US FDA approved, highly safe technology that reduces hair from the root and prevents further growth
giving you smooth, hair-free skin without the hassle of monthly waxing.

Also, Kaya Skin Clinic has perfectly planned step-by-step beauty packages for the groom, the bride’s
family and friends. While a bride may be busy picking wedding outfits, sending invitations and overseeing
other arrangements, she must not forget to take time off the wedding mayhem to indulge in some bridal
pampering!
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About Kaya Limited:
Kaya Ltd. provides holistic skincare solutions through Kaya Skin Clinic (106 in India and 19 in the Middle
East) and its retail format store - Kaya Skin Bar (50 plus point of sales in India, including shop in shop &
stores) and their e-commerce offering – http://shop.kayaclinic.com/.
Kaya Ltd. delivers flawless skin through expert skincare solutions that includes services in the areas of
Acne/Acne-scar Reduction, Pigmentation, Anti-Aging, Laser Permanent Hair Reduction, etc. along with
regular beauty enhancement services. Kaya Ltd. also has a range of more than 50 skincare products
ranging from daily skin care to specialized skin care.
Kaya Skin Clinic, India’s foremost chain of specialized skincare clinics, offers personalized solutions by
expert dermatologists delivered through a synergistic combination of products and services backed by
state-of-the-art safe skincare technologies.
Kaya Skin Bar is designed to cater to the needs of today’s modern woman. With over thirteen specialized
skin care and hair care ranges that have been developed by Kaya dermatologists, Kaya Skin Bar provides
complete solution to all skin concerns apart from the daily essentials.
For more information visit http://www.kaya.in/

